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Bvi company information

We can search any company registered with the BVI. We will contact the NaVoy Corporate Business Register and receive up-to-date information about the target company that will show the company's current position and status. The search provides information about the company held in the registry, but the amount of information available may be limited
and depends on what documents the company filed with Registry.Contents of BVI Company Search ReportCompany NamePrevious Names Story - Previous name, foreign name of the character, date from/date of termination of the name - if applicableCompatation Registration Company /Registration Type are the most commonly formed type of company in
BVICurrent legal status: in good position, Struck Off without paying fees, in fine, inactive, in liquidation (insolvent) List of applications and investments Share CapitalBearer Shares - if the company has the opportunity to issue Bearer Shares Authorized Share CapitalClass of SharesNumber of SharesdRegistered AgentRegistered Office AddressLast License
FeeRegist mortgage/ Fees filed in the BVI Registry (if filed in the BVI Registry) Date if it has been struck out - Company Status (if applicable)Register Fees although not required to file in practice they may be available. An authorized registered agent at the BVI or a practicing lawyer at the BVI is eligible to file registration fees and after filing with the registry
they will be included in the company's list of searchList applications - including date, transaction number, filing description, status, general filingCertificate history - including the type of certificate, transaction number and date of filing a Note of Directors - this is a statutory requirement to file with the registry. Still; a company may elect to keep this information
private, which is usually the case. Shareholder Registry - Filing this information is not a regulatory requirement. This information is very rarely filed in the corporate affairs registry. BVI Company Search Report - TimescaleThe search report will be ordered from the BVI Register of Corporate Affairs and delivered by email in 2 to 4 business days. If the company
is not located in the BVI Corporate Affairs Register after searching for company records and archives, the certificate is not issued. BVI Company StatusThe BVI Company Search Report we provide from the registry confirms the current status of the company: ActiveThe company is in good position with the BVI register of corporate affairsInactiveA BVI of the
company with the overdue license fee is inactive. This means that the company is not in a good position, but has not yet struck out. The company must pay its license fee and the corresponding fine in order to restore the company's active statusIn the penalty fees for the past terms, The fine fee is usually charged as soon as fees are passed due. The affected
company is dissolved - for non-payment of fees to the registry. The Registrar may remove a company in the Virgin Islands from the company registry for any of a number of different reasons, including: the company's inability to appoint a registered agent; the company's inability to file documents that it is required to file under the Act; failure by the company to
pay a one-year fee or a fine for delaying payment; or when the Registrar is satisfied that the company has ceased to conduct business however, the Secretary does not usually hit the company off administratively if the registry had reason to believe that the company was trading or possessing any property. In such circumstances, the Registrar has the right to
refer the company to the Financial Services Commission for further investigation. The Register of Shareholders and Directors Is a legal requirement for ICD companies to register directors for registration, and update annually. The register of directors is included in the BVI search report only if the company has not chosen a private case for this purpose. Since
there is no legal requirement to submit shareholder information to the Corporate Affairs Register, it is unlikely that this information will be included in the search report. To remain compliant, a company in the Virgin Islands must maintain a Register of Directors and Shareholders in the company's BVI-registered office, which is not available for public inspection.
BVI Company Search is an example of an offshore company usually understood as a corporation registered in a tax haven - with a low tax or zero tax of the country. Tax credits, however, are not the only benefit of registering an international enterprise in a jurisdiction such as the British Virgin Islands. A typical modern offshore company is a private
corporation that is tax-exempt, suitable for almost any international business, has a flexible organizational structure, is not subject to excessive accounting and reporting requirements, and maintains a certain level of confidentiality with rather limited information available to the general public. BVI offers all these benefits - and more. In 1984, the British Virgin
Islands passed an Ordinance on International Business Companies, which marks the beginning of its success as an offshore financial services jurisdiction. Since then, the offshore company in the BVI has received exemplary status in the offshore service industry. Since then, the BVI has been the most popular offshore tax haven with the largest number of
registered offshore companies among all offshore jurisdictions in the world. Such is the dominance of the British Virgin Islands as an offshore corporate residence that in many parts of the world international business companies are simply called BVI. In 2005, NaVoy introduced further development of its corporate eliminating any discriminatory differences
between international international companies (offshore companies) and domestic companies. All companies in the Virgin Islands, whether they operate locally in the BVI or outside the BVI, are registered in the same Register governed by the same law, and all have the same rights and the same tax regime (tax-free). This is a big advantage because it is
more difficult to determine whether a particular company is actually local or offshore. Due to its legal and commercial reliability, constant and experienced modernization of corporate legislation and prompt response to global changes, the BVI has maintained a well-deserved reputation between offshore jurisdictions. As far as offshore business jurisdictions
go, the BVI is definitely a premium brand. CORNERSTONES OF SUCCESS These are some of the overall advantages of the British Virgin Islands over many other offshore jurisdictions: the US dollar is the official currency in the British Virgin Islands - so, by definition, there can be no currency controls and no artificial manipulation of monetary supply by local
authorities. The British Virgin Islands is a British Overseas Territory that provides outstanding political stability. The country also maintains a low international profile and a clean reputation, thus avoiding the pitfalls faced by some more publicized and less scrupulous offshore tax havens. BVI has an independent judicial system based on English common law.
Laws and regulations are regularly drafted in consultation with the private sector. The offshore financial services sector makes a very significant contribution to the country's gross domestic product. Thus, there is an inherent and expressed interest in both the government and the public regarding the preservation and development of the country's status as a
competitive offshore jurisdiction. BVI is easily accessible by sea and air, has modern telecommunications and the eastern standard time of the United States (one hour behind EST in winter). MOST IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF A BVI BC IN DETAIL Exemption from tax A BVI Business Company is exempt from income tax on the BVI, the same
exemption applies to all dividends, interest, rent, royalties, compensation and other amounts paid by the company, and all capital gains realized in respect of any shares, debt or other securities of the company. No property, inheritance, succession or gift tax is paid for any shares, debentures or other British Columbia securities. All transactions and
instruments related to the transfer of any type of asset, equity, debt or securities to the British Virgin Islands or B.C. are exempt from stamp duty, with the sole exception for land ownership transactions in the British Virgin Islands, in which case stamp duty remains Pay. The legal identity of the British Virgin Islands Business Company has a separate legal
entity and the same powers as a legal entity. The structural flexibility of BVI requires at least one owner, one shareholder and one director. They can all be the same and Man. In addition to the director, the company does not need to appoint any operational staff. The management structure of a business company in the BVI can be developed in accordance
with a variety of requirements. Shareholders, directors and employees of a business company in the BVI may be individuals or corporations of any nationality. Meetings of shareholders or directors should not be held in the British Virgin Islands and there is no requirement for an annual general meeting. Meetings can be held by telephone or other electronic
means; alternatively, directors as well as shareholders can vote by proxy. If a business company has only one member who is an individual and that the member is also the sole director, such a single member/director can specifically appoint a reserve director to act in his place in the event of his death. Forfeiture Provisions If a Foreign Government or
Authority withdraws the Company's shares or any other interest in the Company in connection with nationalization, expropriation, tax forfeiture, other public collection or for similar reasons, the company or shareholder may apply to the NaVoyi court for an order that the Company ignore the arrest and continue to treat the person who has been arrested as
continuing to hold the shares. BVI Business Companies are not required to prepare or file financial accounts. However, it is necessary to keep reports sufficient to show and explain the Company's transactions; and at any time will determine the financial position of the Company with reasonable accuracy. The necessary information includes reports and basic
documentation, which means all amounts of money received and spent by the company, and the issues for which the receipt and expenses are received, all sales and purchases of goods by the company, as well as the company's assets and liabilities. Such records must not be stored in the British Virgin Islands and the location of records may be freely
determined by the owners of the Company providing the registered agent with written proof of the address. There is no requirement to file or otherwise disclose any commercial or financial information to the Company. Similarly, there are no audit requirements. Bearer stocks in the BVI are one of the few offshore jurisdictions where bearer shares are still
allowed. However, the legislation significantly limited the benefits of bearer shares and effectively nullified their original principle of free and anonymous circulation. Bearer stocks - while theoretically available - have actually become quite similar to registered stocks, just more cumbersome. Bearer shares cannot be issued to their actual owner, as they were in
the last century. Instead, they should be held in the custody of a licensed BVI or with such a guardian outside the BVI, along with indication of the actual identity and address of the owner of such shares. The transfer of the bearer's shares is not valid until the new owner is properly identified and the relevant identification documents and address provided to
the stock custodian. State registration fees for business companies in the BVI also clearly hinder the bearer's share in the structuring of business companies in the BVI - these fees are much higher. Finally - and perhaps the biggest obstacle of all - is the fact that most (if not all) banks are absolutely against accepting any companies with bearer shares allowed
in their articles. Various types of incorporation of A BVI business company may be registered as a limited share company, a company limited by warranty (with or without permission to issue shares), an unlimited company (with or without a share permit), a segregated portfolio company and a limited purpose company. Requirements for public operating
facilities are not required to specify the operating facilities of a business company in the British Virgin Islands in the Company's founding documents (Memorandum and Articles of the Association). However, a company can do this because a specific type of company with a limited purpose is provided by the Commercial Companies Act. Confidentiality In order
to register the company in the BVI, each beneficial owner, shareholder and director will be required to provide detailed information, including a legalized copy of the identity document and confirmation of the address of the registered agent and constantly update this information. The information of beneficial owners and shareholders remains confidential in the
office of the registered agent. The directors register is submitted to the Registrar, but it does not become public. The only publicly available documents of the companies are the Memorandum and Articles of the Association, but they usually do not contain any indication of the actual shareholders, directors or beneficial owners of the company. In today's world,
however, almost all countries are associated in the common fight against international crime and fraud. The exchange of information between countries is inevitable and is becoming more automatic and widespread every year. The few countries that do not cooperate are unable to participate in global finance or face severe restrictions on international
financial transactions. The BVI has always reacted quickly to changes in global trends to maintain its excellent reputation and impeccable name in the financial sector. It also means more involvement in the exchange of information. However, any information is disclosed only in accordance with the procedure set out in the relevant laws or international
agreements. Only a limited amount of information is disclosed and no information is disclosed to countries that are not such agreements with the BVI. Typically, the two types of agreements are Common Framework for Information Sharing - Tax Information Exchange Agreement (TIEA) on Tax Issues and FATCA for U.S. Residents or CRS for Residents of
Countries Committed to THE CPC regarding Banking Information. As for TIEAs, the British Virgin Islands have these agreements in effect with more than 20 countries, including the US, UK, Canada, China, France, Germany and others, you can find the full list of such countries here. The exchange of information under these agreements is not automatic and
the requesting party must follow a complex procedure to obtain it. It must identify the suspect and demonstrate realistic reasons to believe that the requested information is in the BVI. No information was disclosed on the basis of suspicions of tax evasion. Disclosure may not exceed what is requested. Thus, this basically means that the BVI can only confirm
information that a foreign Government already has at its disposal and will not provide any further information. In the case of banking information, it is automatically transmitted strictly in accordance with the procedures specified in the FATCA and CRS rules. Here you can find more information about FATCA or CRS. The names of A BVI Business Company
companies cannot be registered under a name identical to the name of an existing company in the Virgin Islands, or so similar to the name of an existing company in the BVI that, according to the Registrar, such a name can be confusing or misleading. Since the Registrar of Companies in the Virgin Islands has a name booking system, the reserved name will
also be considered as an existing name. Without the prior written consent of the Financial Services Commission, a business company in the BVI may not be registered under a name that contains a limited word or phrase (according to the published list of such restrictions) - such as the words Assurance, Bank, Building Society, Commerce, Chartered,
Cooperative, Imperial, Municipal, Royal, Trust or any word conveying a similar meaning, as well as any name offering patronage to the British royal family, the British, British, British and British virgin islands. The Registrar may also refuse to register any particular name if, in the Registrar's view, the name is offensive or, for some other reason, undesirable.
Names denoting the type of company name of a limited company end with the word Limited, Corporation or Incorporation; words Societe Anonyme or Sociedad Anonima; abbreviation Ltd, Corp, Inc. or S.A.; or such another word or word, or abbreviation of them. The name of the unlimited company ends with the word Unlimited or the acronym Unltd. The
name of a company with limited (SPV) Limited or phrase (SPV) Ltd. The name of the segregated portfolio company ends with one of the phrases Segregated Portfolio Company Limited; Segregated Portfolio Company Ltd.; SPC SPC SPC Ltd.; or, in the case of a segregated portfolio company that is a company with limited objectives, One of the phrases
mentioned in this paragraph with (SPV) is inserted directly before this phrase or directly before Limited or Ltd. Completely unique to the BVI the name of a business company in the Virgin Islands may include the expression BVI Company Number, followed by its company number in numbers and the required ending, as stated above - for example, BVI
Company Number 987654 Ltd. Anyone (including an existing director) may appoint an agent of the Company as an agent of the Director of a business company in the Virgin Islands. Under the Memorandum and articles of the Association, such an agent has the powers and powers that directors may prescribe, except that no agent has the authority to amend
the Memorandum or Articles; Appoint directors or agents Approve a merger, consolidation or agreement plan or make a statement of solvency or approve an liquidation plan. Annual renewal fees after registration, BVI Business Company must pay renewal fees each year to continue its legal existence. Minimum mandatory fees include a government renewal
fee, a registered agent fee (also a registered address) and a compliance fee for regular verification of the documents of beneficial owners, shareholders and company directors. In addition to the above fees, other professional fees may be paid for the management and administration of the Company, depending on the services you have ordered (third-party
director/board member, shareholder/shareholder, company secretary, business address, telephone processing or any other services). These services are not mandatory. All fees are listed in full in our Schedule fees. Annual fees are charged once a year after the Virgin Islands Register payment schedule is updated. All companies registered from January to
June must pay annual fees until the end of May each year, starting next year after the company is registered, and companies registered from July to December must pay annual fees until the end of November each year, starting next year after the company's registration. If the company does not pay any of our service fees, we will retire from providing the
relevant services to the company. The company will be responsible for any services already provided. If government fees are not paid, penalties will be applied under the BVI Companies Act. If the company has not paid renewal fees and/or late penalties, the name of the company will be removed from the Register. After the name of the company is crossed
out, can't do business and deal with his assets. Restoring a company name in the Registry is possible, but it is quite an expensive procedure. Fixed state duty of business company on BVI BVI pay the following annual license fees to the BVI government: FOR COMPANY WITH REGISTERED SHARES ONLY: USD 450 for a company with up to 50,000
shares, with or without face value. USD 450 for a Company limited by a guarantee or unlimited company without shares. USD 1200 for a company with more than 50,000 shares, with or without a face value. $7,500 for a company with limited purpose. SHORTLIST : MAIN CHARACTERISTICS of The BVI BUSINESS BUSINESS FactorDescription Income
Tax in BVINone Conduct Business InternationallyYes Conduct Business in BVIYes Officially considered a resident on BVIYes Official Language/Language DocumentsEngly Operating Objects Not required to specify authorized capital Not required as a concept Minimum paid capitalOn specific capital requirements In any currency or at the maximum amount
of the stock (the maximum amount of the maximum amount of the capital) 0000 Shares (with or without face value) Bearing sharesYes (but will be held only by the custodian) Registered agent in BVIRequired Registered address in BVIResed minimum number of directorsResed non-residentDecid corporate directorsDecied Register of Directors Will be filed in
the Register of Corporate Affairs Registration of Directors in a public reportPosed minimum number of members (shareholders)One register of members must be retained by registered members filed for public reportOptimal Holding Annual General Assembly Not required by the Convention of the Collections of Directors / Members Of The World , also by
proxy Corporate printInternational printInternally, according to the registered agent Corporate Protocols and Resolutions must be kept by a registered agent Disclosure of beneficial owners of RegistrarNo Disclosure of beneficial owners of AgentYes (confidential due diligence) Conducting accountsInternally, Only to provide a sufficiently accurate definition of
the financial position of Audit Accounts Not required filing accounts Not required double tax evasion contractsSwitzerland, Japan Currency Control / RestrictionsNone Available Special Types of Company Limited Appointment Company Segregated Portfolio Company Redomicile Foreign Company in BVIYes Redomicile BVI Company OverseasYes Net time
for inclusion3-5 days Ready Company
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